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•  Disclaimer 1: The content of this presentation results from 
independent research conducted by me on my own time and of 
my own accord. This research was not approved, sanctioned or 
funded by my employer and is not in any way associated with 
my employer. 

 
•  Disclaimer 2: The main objective of this presentation is 

demystify the “security” of Mifare Classic cards showing how 
easy is dump, modify and rewrite the content of the card (also 
clone the card contents utilizing UID writable cards) after 
discover its keys utilizing cryptographic attacks released to 
public since 2007. This talk isn’t pretend incentive frauds or 
criminal activities. The author isn't responsible by the use of the 
presented content to do illegal actions. If you want use this 
knowledge to do it, do it by your own risk! 

!! DISCLAIMERS !! 



So, how RFID works? 



RFID Billing Schemes 

And in a lot of other systems… 



Mifare Classic Cards 



A tiny history and some facts… 

•  The card utilize the standard 
ISO 14443 Type A protocol for 
communication on frequency 
13.56 MHz (High Frequency)  

•  The Mifare Classic cards was 
created by a company called 
NXP Semiconductors (old 
Philips Electronics). 



•  The cryptography utilized in the 
Mifare Classic cards (CRYPTO1) 
was decided to be maintained in 
secrecy by NXP Semiconductors. 
(security by obscurity) 

A tiny history and some facts… 
Seriously?! 

•  More than 3,5 billions cards was 
produced over the years and more 
than 200 millions still in use on 
systems today. 



•  In December of 2007 two german 
researchers (Nohl and Plötz) 
presented at CCC the partial reverse 
engineering of Crypto-1 with some 
weaknesses.  

A tiny history and some facts… 

•  In March 2008 a Research group 
from Radbond University completely 
Reverse Engineered the Crypto-1 
cipher and intent publish it. 



•  NXP tried stop the full disclosure 
of Crypto-1 cipher by judicial 
process. 

A tiny history and some facts… 

•  In July 2008 the court decides 
allow the publication of the paper 
and reject the prohibition based 
in freedom of speech principles. 



•  Finally in October 2008 Radbond 
University published a Crypto-1 
cipher implementation as Open 
Source (GNU GPL v2 license). 

A tiny history and some facts… 

•  Since of previous publications a 
lot of public exploits (tools) to 
hack Mifare Classic cards are 
developed, what completely 
jeopardized the card reputation. 



Security Features of Mifare Classic 

•  Unique Identifier (UID) is read-only 
•  Authentication between the tag and 

reader to share a session key. 
•  CRYPTO1 cipher algorithm is 

proprietary and not shared with 
public (security by obscurity). 

•  Obfuscated parity information. 
•  Only implemented in hardware. 



Mifare Classic Structure 

•  The first block of sector 0 
contains the UID, BCC and 
Manufacturer Data (read-only). 
Each sector contains 64 bytes. 

•  Each block contains 16 bytes. 
•  The last block of each sector 

(trailer) contains the keys A 
and B also the Access 
Conditions. 

•  The Access Conditions 
determine the permissions in 
each block. 



Partial Reverse Enginnering 
•  In 2007 Karsten Nohl and Henryk Plötz released at CCC 

the partial reverse engineering (cipher initialization) of 
CRYPTO-1 by hardware analysis: 

http://events.ccc.de/congress/2007/Fahrplan/events/2378.en.html 



Cipher Initialization 

•  Nt, Nr -> nonces picked by tag and reader 
•  ks1, ks2 and ks3 -> key stream generated by cipher (96 

bits total and 32 bits each). 
•  suc2(Nt) or {Ar} and suc3(Nt) or {At} -> bijective functions 



Weaknesses discovered 
•  Keys with only 48 bit of length (Brute-force feasible – 

with FPGA aprox. 10h to recover one key) 
•  The LFSR (Linear Feedback Shift Register) used by 

RNG is predictable (constant initial condition). 
–  Each random number only depends of the quantity of 

clock cycles between: the time when the reader was 
turned up and the time when the random number is 
requested. 

•  Since an attacker controls the time of protocol, he is able 
to control the generated random numbers and that way 
recover the keys from communication. 



Full Disclosure of CRYPTO-1 
•  In 2008 a research group from Radboud University 

published the full CRYPTO-1 cipher by analyzing the 
communication between tag and reader:  

http://www.cs.ru.nl/~flaviog/publications/Dismantling.Mifare.pdf 



Output Example Proxmark3 



CRYPTO1 Cipher 



Proxmark3 + Active Sniffing 
•  As result of this publication, now utilizing the proxmark3 

any attacker is able to emulate any Mifare card just 
sniffing the communication between the card and reader 
and replaying it (including the UID value). 

•  Also the attacker will be able 
to recover all keys from 
sectors involved in this 
communication. 

•  But, as mentioned, this 
attack needs sniff the 
communication between the 
card and a valid reader. 



Card-only Attacks 
•  Nested Attack  

–  Introduced in 2009 by 
Nijmegan Oakland and 
Implemented by 
Nethemba with the 
MFOC tool. 

•  Dark-Side Attack 
–  Introduced in 2009 by 

Nicolas Courtois and 
implemented by Andrei 
Costin with the MFCUK. 



Nested Attack 

•  Authenticate to the block with default key and 
read tag's Nt (determined by LFSR) 

•  Authenticate to the same block with default key 
and read tag's Nt' (determined by LFSR) (this 
authentication is in an encrypted session) 

•  Compute “timing distance” (number of LFSR 
shifts)  

•  Guess the next Nt value, calculate ks1, ks2 and 
ks3 and try authenticate to a different block. 



Curtouis Dark-Side Attack 
•  During authentication, when the reader sends {Nr} and {Ar}, 

the tag checks the parity bits before checking the 
correctness of Ar. If one of the eight parity bits is 
incorrect, the tag does not respond.  

•  However, if all eight parity bits are correct, but the 
response Ar is incorrect, the tag will respond with a 4-bit 
error code 0x5 (NACK) indicating a transmission error. 
Moreover, this 4-bit error code is sent encrypted.  

•  If the attacker combine (XOR) the error code 0x5 value 
(known plaintext) with its encrypted version, he can 
recover four keystream bits. 



Attack Steps 
•  Initially utilize the MFOC tool to test if the card 

utilize any default keys. (around 10 minutes) 
–  If the card utilizes any of default keys the MFOC tool 

will perform the Nested attack utilizing any 
authenticated sector as an exploit sector to recover all 
keys of the card and dump his content. 

•  If the card haven’t use any of the default keys, 
utilize the MFCUK to recover at least one key 
from any sector of card and after that utilize 
MFOC with this key to recover the other keys 
and dump the card content. (around 1 hour) 



Proof of Concept 

OLD SUBE CARDS 



Running MFOC First Time 



Running MFOC First Time 



Running MFCUK 



Running MFCUK 



Running MFCUK 



Running MFCUK 



Running MFOC Second Time 



Running MFOC Second Time 



Running MFOC Second Time 



Creating a Clone 

UID Changeable 



Turning it Mobile 

UID Changeable 



Attack Cost 

•  RFID Reader (ACR122U) – U$ 56 
–  (sufficient for reading / cracking / writing / cloning 

Mifare Classic Cards) 
•  Chinese UID Changeable Mifare – U$ 2 

–  With those cards an attacker is able to create a 
perfect clone of any Mifare Classic card (including 
UID) 

•  Those Items can be easily bought in ebay.com 
or aliexpress.com from Thaiwan/China. 



Cases South America – Mexico 

30/08/2014 - http://www.excelsior.com.mx/comunidad/2014/08/30/979000 



Cases South America – Chile 

21/10/2014 - https://securelist.com/blog/virus-watch/67283/ 



Analyzing PuntoBIP! Application  

MD5 (PuntoBIP.apk) = 06a676fd9b104fd12a25ee5bd1874176 



Analyzing PuntoBIP! Application   



Analyzing PuntoBIP! Application   



Analyzing PuntoBIP! Application   



Analyzing PuntoBIP! Application   



Analyzing PuntoBIP! Application   



Problems Identified only  
analyzing PuntoBIP.apk  

•  The Tarjeta Bip! system fail in various points: 
–  The value of the credit is in clear-text. 
–  All cards have the same key (at least for the sectors 0 

and 8) turning any card easy to clone (by an Android 
with NFC for example). 

–  Since the card don’t utilizes the UID of card to 
anything in the card content (validation, keys 
generation or crypto). The common Mifare Card (UID 
Read-only) can be used to clone valid cards. 



Countermeasures Against 
Proximity Cloning  

•  Utilize a whitelist of all UIDs allowed in the 
system. 

•  Utilize the UID of the card to cipher his content 
and generate his keys. 
–  That way every card in the system will have different 

keys. 
•  With this approach the system will avoid random 

UID cards with valid content. 



•  Anti-cloning protection doesn't work against 
dumping the whole card - when you decide to 
“charge” your card and restore the dump with 
original credit (UID remains the same) 
–  Countermeasure #1 – use “decrement counter” 

protection (it's only “workaround”) 
–  Countermeasure #2 – store some values of card 

when it’s used (UID, decrement counter, credit value, 
last recharge, card number, etc…) and create a 
system to validate those values crossing its infos. 
When a fraud is detected add the UID to a blacklist. 

Countermeasures Against 
Restoring Dump  



“Decrement-counter” workaround 

•  “Decrement counter” (initially set to 0xffffffff), 
keys A/B have permissions only for 
decrementing counter and cannot be 
changed. 

•  Content of card (with passenger credit) is 
encrypted/hashed with card UID, decrement 
counter and private key. 

•  Don’t protect against UID Changeable cards.  



Conclusions 
•  Some obvious facts: 

– The use of Mifare Classic Cards for any 
system gives the fake sensation of security 
because it’s cracked since 2007 and exists 
public exploits since 2009 that allows anyone 
to clone/copy those cards as demonstrated. 

– The unique effective solution is exchange all 
cards in circulation by more secure cards. (Ex: 
Mifare Plus/DESfire) Other approaches are 
only workarounds.  




